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INTRODUCTION

In the intricate landscape of financial regulations 
in India, the Prevention of Money Laundering 
Act (PMLA) serves as a stalwart shield against 
the nefarious activities of money laundering and 
terrorist financing, requiring financial institutions 

to implement due diligence and internal controls 
since its enactment in 2002. This article embarks on 
a comprehensive journey through the intricacies of 
the PMLA, focusing on the vital roles of due diligence 
and internal controls. From unraveling Customer Due 
Diligence (CDD) complexities to exploring regulatory 
guidelines, the exploration aims to emphasize the 
significance of these practices in safeguarding the 
financial system’s integrity, considering the evolving 
complexity of financial transactions.

UNDERSTANDING THE PMLA FRAMEWORK

A. Overview of the PMLA

The PMLA unfurls as a regulatory framework designed 
to shield the Indian financial domain from the insidious 
activities of money laundering and terrorist financing. 
Enacted in 2002, this legislative edifice serves as the 
vanguard against financial malfeasance, orchestrating a 
symphony of regulatory measures to fortify the nation’s 
economic integrity.

B. Purpose and Objectives

At its core, the PMLA is a sentinel with the singular 
purpose of curtailing money laundering and deterring 

channels that fund terrorist activities. Its objectives go 
beyond legalities, urging financial institutions to adopt 
measures that comply with the law and act as bastions of 
ethical financial practices.

C. Necessity of Due Diligence and Internal Controls

In the dynamic landscape of financial transactions, due 
diligence and internal controls are not just regulatory 
obligations but indispensable tools against financial 
malfeasance. The PMLA places these mechanisms at 
the forefront, recognizing their necessity in maintaining 
the sanctity of the financial ecosystem. Through due 
diligence, the identities of financial actors are scrutinized, 
and internal controls act as custodians, ensuring the 
resilience of the financial infrastructure against illicit 
activities.

D. Historical Background

PMLA, origins trace back to international initiatives, 
recognizing that addressing financial malfeasance 
required a comprehensive legislative response. The 
historical journey of the PMLA reflects a united global 
effort to establish barriers against the illicit flow of funds.

1. PMLA Enactment in India:

  Enacted in 2002, the Prevention of Money 
Laundering Act (PMLA) in India aims to prevent 
money laundering and facilitate the confiscation 
of illicitly obtained property.

  The act applies to a wide spectrum, including 
individuals, companies, and partnership firms.

2. Amendments in 2023:

  Prevention of Money Laundering (Maintenance 
of Records) Amendment Rules, 2023 was 
introduced on March 7, 2023, by the Ministry of 
Finance, Department of Revenue, expanding the 
scope of money laundering provisions.

  Notably, NGOs are now included and Politically 
Exposed Persons (PEP) are defined as individuals 
with prominent public functions in foreign 
countries.

  The amendments aim to strengthen regulations, 
particularly focusing on client due diligence and 
record-keeping.
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3. Further Revisions in May 2023:

  On May 3, 2023, additional revisions to the 
PMLA, 2002, were made.

  These revisions extend the application of the 
money laundering law to include Practicing 
Chartered Accountants (CAs), Company 
Secretaries (CSs), and Cost and Management 
Accountants (CMAs).

  The update mandates these professionals to 
report suspicious transactions, enhancing 
scrutiny and accountability.

E. Legal and Regulatory Framework in India

Through amendments, the legislation aligns with broader 
Indian financial regulations, engaging with entities like the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and other regulatory bodies 
overseeing and enforcing the PMLA:

1. Financial Intelligence Unit-India (FIU-IND):

  Responsibility: FIU-IND is the central national 
agency responsible for receiving, processing, 
analyzing, and disseminating information related 
to suspicious financial transactions.

  Role: Implementing the PMLA and ensuring 
compliance with its provisions.

  Activities: FIU-IND receives suspicious 
transaction reports (STRs) from various financial 
institutions and forwards them to relevant law 
enforcement agencies for further investigation.

2. Reserve Bank of India (RBI):

  Responsibility: RBI, as India’s central banking 
institution, plays a key role in shaping and 
enforcing guidelines related to financial 
transactions, including those under the PMLA.

  Role: Issues guidelines and regulations that 
financial institutions must adhere to in 
implementing due diligence and internal control 
mechanisms.

  Activities: RBI’s guidelines cover aspects such 
as customer due diligence (CDD), transaction 
monitoring, and reporting requirements.

3. Enforcement Directorate (ED):

  Responsibility: ED, under the Ministry of 
Finance, is responsible for enforcing economic 
laws and fighting economic crimes, including 
those related to money laundering.

  Role: Authority to investigate and prosecute 
offenses under the PMLA.

  Activities: ED can impose penalties on reporting 
entities for non-compliance with the PMLA, 
and it has the power to freeze and seize assets 
suspected to be involved in money laundering or 
terrorist financing activities.

4. Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI):

  Responsibility: SEBI regulates the securities 
market in India, and it is involved in 
implementing PMLA guidelines related to 
securities transactions.

  Role: Issues guidelines and regulations for 
entities under its purview to ensure compliance 
with PMLA provisions.

5. Other Regulatory Authorities:

  Various other regulatory bodies, including 
insurance regulators, pension regulators, and 
sector-specific regulators, contribute to the 
implementation of PMLA guidelines in their 
respective domains.

DUE DILIGENCE IN PMLA COMPLIANCE

A. Customer Due Diligence (CDD)

1.  Importance and Significance

 Customer Due Diligence (CDD) goes beyond a 
procedural formality; it acts as the guardian at the gate, 
safeguarding the integrity of financial transactions. 
The crucial role lies in revealing the proper identity 
of individuals. By scrutinizing customers, CDD 
serves as the primary defense against the infiltration 
of illicit funds and potential terrorism financing. Its 
importance surpasses regulatory compliance; it is the 
foundation of a resilient financial system.

2.  Process of Verifying Customer Identity

 Verifying customer identity is a meticulous activity 
for financial institutions, involving the authentication 
of individuals behind transactions. This process 
includes collecting and verifying critical identification 
data such as names and addresses and other defining 
information. Serving as a gatekeeper, the verification 
ensures transparency, resilience, and guards against 
undercover maneuvers exploiting the financial 
ecosystem’s vulnerabilities.

3.  Guidelines and Regulations

 Customer Due Diligence operates within the 
framework of guidelines, prominently set by 
regulatory bodies like the Ministry of Finance and 
RBI. These guidelines outline information collection, 
verification procedures, and the identification of 
beneficial owners. 

Guidelines to be followed: Financial institutions, 
reporting entities, and professionals in India are 
required to follow the guidelines and regulations issued 
by the aforementioned authorities. They cover areas 
such as customer due diligence, reporting of suspicious 
transactions, risk assessments, and internal control 
mechanisms. Adherence to these guidelines is crucial for 
effective implementation of the PMLA and for preventing 
money laundering and terrorist financing activities.
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B. Regulatory Compliance

1.  RBI Guidelines

 RBI plays a crucial role in shaping the due diligence 
landscape under the PMLA. Through its guidelines, 
it serves as the architect of a robust framework, 
establishing standards for financial institutions. 
These guidelines go beyond regulatory benchmarks; 
they embody a collective commitment to financial 
probity. Financial institutions, as custodians of 
economic integrity, follow these guidelines, ensuring 
compliance with the RBI’s vision for a secure and 
transparent financial ecosystem.

2.  Obtaining and Verifying Customer Identification 
Data

 The crux of regulatory compliance lies in the 
meticulous process of obtaining and verifying 
customer identification data. Financial institutions, 
guided by RBI directives, are mandated to collect 
information, ranging from basic demographic details 
to more intricate facets of identity. This process is a 
pledge to ensure that every financial actor is known 
and accounted for. Verification, a meticulous act 
of scrutiny, validates the authenticity of this data, 
fortifying the financial system against potential 
infiltrations by those who seek to cloak their financial 
activities.

3.  Identification of Beneficial Owners

 Beyond individual identities, due diligence delves into 
the intricate layer of identifying rightful beneficial 
owners, adding complexity. This process extends 
financial institutions’ vigilance, acknowledging 
that true transparency requires a comprehensive 
understanding of financial actors. In the regulatory 
framework directed by the RBI, these components 
interweave, creating a point of due diligence that aligns 
with legal obligations and embodies a commitment to 
ethical financial stewardship.

INTERNAL CONTROL MECHANISMS

A. Risk Assessment

1.  Definition and Significance

 Definition: Risk assessment in the context of the PMLA 
is the systematic process of identifying, evaluating, 
and mitigating risks associated with customers, 
products, services, and transactions within financial 
institutions.

 Significance:  It plays a crucial role in proactively 
identifying vulnerabilities within the financial system. 
Financial Institutions, through comprehensive 
evaluations, can customize due diligence and 
monitoring efforts, focusing on areas prone to money 
laundering and terrorist financing activities. This 
proactive approach acts as a preemptive strike against 
illicit financial maneuvers.

2.  Conducting Risk Assessments

 Case:  In the case of a high-net-worth individual 
(HNWI), a financial institution’s risk assessment 
involves scrutinizing financial transactions, business 
dealings, and associations. If the assessment uncovers 
cross-border transactions with countries having weak 
financial regulations, the institution implements 
enhanced due diligence. This example underscores 
how risk assessments tailor preventive measures to 
specific scenarios.

B. Monitoring

1.  Real-time Transaction Monitoring

 Definition: Real-time transaction monitoring involves 
the continuous scrutiny of financial transactions as 
they occur, utilizing automated systems to identify 
patterns or anomalies that may indicate illicit activity.

 Case: In a real-time monitoring scenario, a financial 
institution uses sophisticated algorithms to analyze 
a customer’s transaction history. The system flags 
a series of unusually large cash withdrawals and 
wire transfers to offshore accounts. The real-time 
monitoring system immediately alerts compliance 
officers, allowing them to investigate and take 
appropriate action promptly.

2.  Identifying Suspicious Behavior

 Case: Consider a customer who, historically, has 
engaged in moderate financial activities but suddenly 
initiates a flurry of transactions involving large 
sums of money with no apparent logical purpose. 
This change in behavior triggers suspicion. Internal 
controls prompt the institution to delve deeper into 
the customer’s activities, ensuring that the sudden 
spike is thoroughly scrutinized for potential money 
laundering.

C. Reporting

1.  Reporting to FIU

 Definition: Reporting to the Financial Intelligence 
Unit (FIU) involves the submission of Suspicious 
Transaction Reports (STRs) for transactions or 
activities that raise suspicions of money laundering or 
terrorist financing.

At its core, the PMLA is a sentinel with the 
singular purpose of curtailing money laundering 
and deterring channels that fund terrorist 
activities. Its objectives go beyond legalities, 
urging financial institutions to adopt measures 
that comply with the law and act as bastions of 
ethical financial practices.
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 Case: A bank encounters a series of transactions 
involving a business client that appear to be 
structured to avoid triggering reporting thresholds. 
The compliance team investigates further and, upon 
finding irregularities indicative of potential money 
laundering, files an STR with the FIU. This reporting 
initiates a more in-depth investigation by law 
enforcement agencies.

2.  Role of Internal Reporting Mechanisms

 Case: An employee at a financial institution notices 
unusual behavior during the customer on-boarding 
process, where a client provides inconsistent 
identification documents. The employee promptly 
reports this to the internal reporting mechanism, 
triggering an internal investigation. This mechanism 
acts as a frontline defense, catching potentially 
suspicious activities before they escalate.

D. Training

1.  Employee Awareness

 Definition: Employee awareness involves ensuring that 
all staff members are cognizant of the risks associated 
with money laundering and terrorist financing 
and are equipped to identify and report suspicious  
activities.

 Case: A bank conducts regular training sessions 
for its employees, educating them on the latest 
money laundering techniques and typologies. An 
employee in the compliance department, through 
this awareness, identifies a customer attempting 
to structure transactions to avoid detection. The 
employee’s vigilance stems from the training  
received.

2.  Training Programs

 Case: A financial institution invests in comprehensive 
training programs that include real-life case 
studies, interactive workshops, and scenario-based 
simulations. Employees are exposed to practical 
situations, enhancing their ability to recognize and 
respond to potential money laundering activities 
effectively.

E. Record Keeping

1.  Comprehensive Records

 Definition: Comprehensive record-keeping involves 
maintaining detailed and accurate records of 
customer transactions, identification data, and other 
relevant information.

 Case: A financial institution maintains meticulous 
records of all transactions, including the source of 
funds, purpose, and beneficiaries. This comprehensive 
documentation proves invaluable during audits and 
investigations, providing a clear trail of financial 
activities.

2.  Duration of Record Retention

 Case: In adherence to regulatory requirements, a bank 
retains customer transaction records for a minimum 
of five years from the date of the transaction. This 
extended retention period ensures that historical 
data is readily available for scrutiny during audits 
or investigations, contributing to the institution’s 
commitment to transparency.

Through these internal control mechanisms, 
organizations not only comply with regulatory 
requirements but actively fortify their defenses against 
the ever-evolving landscape of financial crime. 

ROLE OF FIU IN PMLA

A. Overview of FIU

1.  Responsibilities

 The Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) is the central 
nerve center in combating money laundering and 
terrorist financing. It receives and processes, analyzes, 
and disseminates information about suspicious 
financial transactions. The FIU’s role goes beyond 
passive reception; it acts as a proactive guardian, 
initiating actions to prevent illicit financial activities.

2.  Receiving and Processing STRs

 As the repository for Suspicious Transaction Reports 
(STRs), the FIU is instrumental in aggregating 
information from financial institutions. It processes 
these reports, extracting critical insights crucial for a 
comprehensive understanding of emerging financial 
threats. The timely and efficient processing of STRs 
constitutes the cornerstone of the FIU’s operational 
efficacy.

B.  FIU Data Analytics

1.  Techniques and Tools

 The FIU employs cutting-edge data analytics 
techniques and tools to filter through vast datasets. 
Utilizing data mining, pattern recognition, and 
predictive modeling, these methodologies empower 
the FIU to discern patterns indicative of money 
laundering activities.

 In 2020, using data analytics tools, the FIU revealed 
a money laundering case involving a shell company. 
The analysis of the company’s financial transactions 
identified irregularities indicative of illicit activities. 
Data analytics tools helps a lot in uncovering and 
preventing financial crimes.

2.  Diverse Reporting and Verification

 FIU’s data analytics prowess is not confined to STRs 
alone. It extends to other crucial reports, including 
cash transaction reports (CTRs), counterfeit currency 
reports (CCRs), cross-border wire transfer reports 
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(CBWTRs), and non-profit transaction reports (NTRs). 
By subjecting these diverse data sources to rigorous 
analysis, the FIU broadens its scope, identifying 
potential threats across multiple dimensions that 
may go unnoticed through conventional means. The 
symbiotic relationship between the FIU and data 
analytics emerges as a linchpin in the overarching 
strategy to maintain the integrity and prevent its 
exploitation for illicit activities. 

PREVENTING MONEY LAUNDERING: 
ROLE OF PROFESSIONALS

A. Responsibilities of Reporting Entities

1.  Regulatory Compliance

 Company Secretaries (CS), Chartered Accountants 
(CA), and Cost Accountants (CMA) play a crucial 
role in regulatory compliance under the PMLA. 
Beyond a legal obligation, their commitment ensures 
ethical financial practices and safeguarding the 
financial system. For instance, a Company Secretary 
ensures rigorous client on-boarding in line with 
PMLA, encompassing due diligence, verification of 
beneficial owners, and reporting obligations, acting as 
a protective shield against money laundering.

2.  Internal Control Mechanisms

 Reporting entities, including CS/CMA/CAs, are 
instrumental in implementing internal control 
mechanisms. This includes policies, risk assessments, 
monitoring, and reporting, serving as a proactive 
defense against money laundering. CS/CMA/CA 
designs risk assessment frameworks and monitors 
transactions to detect potential money laundering. 
Adhering to internal controls ensures transparent 
and compliant financial activities.

B. Penalties for Non-Compliance

1.  Legal Consequences
 Non-compliance with the PMLA can lead to severe 

legal consequences for reporting entities. The 
Enforcement Directorate can impose monetary 
penalties, and willful violations may result in 
imprisonment for individuals. This underscores the 
gravity of adhering to regulatory requirements. For 
instance, financial institutions failing to conduct 
proper customer due diligence could face substantial 
penalties, legal steps.

2.  Reputational Impact

 Non-compliance carries a significant reputational 
impact. Reporting entities risk losing clients and 
business opportunities due to a damaged reputation. 
The consequences of tarnished credibility extend 
beyond immediate penalties, potentially leading to 
long-term setbacks for the professionals involved. Due 
to negligence in reporting suspicious transactions, 
CS/CA/CMAs may have to face public scrutiny and 
media attention. The reputational damage can affect 

the individual’s practice and create a ripple effect in 
the broader professional community, highlighting 
the critical importance of maintaining an ethical 
reputation in the financial realm.

GLOBAL COOPERATION AND INDIA’S 
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING EFFORTS
A. India’s Anti-Money Laundering Landscape

1.  Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Membership
 India actively engages in global efforts against money 

laundering and terrorist financing as a member of the 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF). The FATF, a global 
standard-setting watchdog, collaborates with nations 
to strengthen anti-money laundering measures. India 
aligns with FATF recommendations, amending the 
PMLA to address evolving financial challenges.  

2.  Evaluation of India’s Regime

 Periodic evaluations by the FATF serve as benchmarks 
for India’s anti-money laundering and counter-
terrorist financing regime. Acknowledging India’s 
progress in fortifying its regulatory framework, the 
evaluations provide constructive feedback, facilitating 
further enhancements. This underscores India’s policy 
to international cooperation in combating financial 
crimes.

B.  Global Cooperation

1.  Interconnected Financial Systems

 Recognizing the cross-border nature of financial 
crimes, India actively collaborates with other nations 
to combat money laundering. Joint operations 
involving Indian and international law enforcement 
agencies dismantle transnational money laundering 
networks, highlighting the efficacy of global 
cooperation. Information-sharing agreements play a 
crucial role in facilitating these operations.

2.  Global Reporting & Shared Responsibilities

 Through international channels, India may share 
information on suspicious transactions and cooperate 
with other nations in investigating and prosecuting 
individuals involved in money laundering. Also, 
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India actively participates in international forums to 
share best practices, contribute to capacity-building 
initiatives, and learn from the experiences of other 
nations in the global fight against money laundering.

INTERNAL CONTROLS: SAFEGUARDING 
AGAINST MONEY LAUNDERING
A. Ensuring Compliance through Internal Control 

Mechanisms

1.  Risk-Based Approach

 Definition: A risk-based approach involves tailoring 
internal control mechanisms to the specific risks 
associated with customers, products, services, and 
transactions.

 Case: Financial institutions, through risk-based 
approach, identify high-risk customers engaging in 
complex transactions. They enhance monitoring 
and reporting mechanisms for these customers, 
aligning internal controls with the elevated  
risk level.

2.  Regular Audits and Governance

 Importance: Regular audits and governance ensure the 
ongoing effectiveness of internal control mechanisms. 
They provide a systematic evaluation of adherence to 
policies and procedures.

 Case: An external audit of a bank’s internal controls 
reveals gaps in the monitoring system. The governance 
board mandates immediate corrective actions, 
illustrating the dynamic role of audits and governance 
in reinforcing compliance.

B.   Emerging Technologies in Internal Controls

1.  Role of Technology in Due Diligence

 Impact: Technology, including artificial intelligence 
(AI) and data analytics, revolutionizes due diligence 
processes. It enhances the efficiency and accuracy of 
customer identification and risk assessment.

 Case: An accounting firm adopts AI-driven tools to 
streamline customer due diligence. The technology 
not only accelerates the process but also identifies 
patterns in client data, strengthening the firm’s ability 
to assess risks.

2.  Blockchain and Transaction Transparency

 Innovation: Blockchain technology, with its 
decentralized and transparent ledger, introduces a 
new dimension to transaction transparency. It reduces 
the risk of manipulation and ensures an immutable 
record of financial activities.

 Case: Financial institutions, leveraging blockchain, 
enhance transparency in cross-border transactions. 
The technology provides an unalterable record, 
reducing the risk of fraudulent activities often 
associated with complex international transactions.

TECHNOLOGY IN PREVENTING MONEY 
LAUNDERING: A PARADIGM SHIFT

A.  Artificial Intelligence (AI) in AML Compliance

1.  Enhanced Risk Assessment

 Application:  AI algorithms analyze extensive 
datasets to detect subtle patterns indicative of 
money laundering risks. This boosts the accuracy of 
risk assessments, enabling financial institutions to 
proactively address evolving threats.

 Case: AI-driven risk assessment tools detect 
unusual transaction patterns in real-time, triggering 
immediate investigation. The system adapts its risk 
models through continuous learning from historical 
data, providing a proactive approach to risk mitigation.

2.  Automated Customer Due Diligence (CDD)

 Efficiency Gains: AI automates the customer due 
diligence process, expediting identity verification 
and background checks. This not only improves 
operational efficiency but also ensures thorough 
scrutiny, reducing the risk of on-boarding high-risk 
individuals.

 Case: Financial institutions employ AI-powered 
software to verify customer identities by cross-
referencing multiple databases. The system flags 
inconsistencies, prompting manual review only when 
necessary, streamlining the on-boarding process.

B.  Data Analytics for Detecting Anomalies

1.  Pattern Recognition

 Functionality: Data analytics tools scrutinize large 
datasets to detect unusual patterns that may signify 
money laundering activities. This goes beyond rule-
based systems, allowing for the identification of 
complex, non-linear relationships.

 Case: Using data analytics, banks identify a network 
of seemingly unrelated transactions that collectively 
form a sophisticated money laundering scheme. The 
system’s ability to recognize intricate patterns unveils 
activities that traditional methods might overlook.

2.  Predictive Modeling for Trend Analysis

 Proactive Detection: Predictive modeling anticipates 
future trends based on historical data, enabling early 
detection of potential money laundering activities and 
to intervene before illicit schemes gain momentum.

 Case: Financial regulatory bodies employ predictive 
modeling to forecast emerging trends in the financial 
sector. The analysis reveals a surge in a specific type 
of transaction used for money laundering, prompting 
preemptive regulatory measures.

 In the ever-evolving landscape of financial crime, 
the integration of AI and data analytics heralds a 
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paradigm shift. These technologies not only enhance 
the effectiveness of anti-money laundering measures 
but also enable a proactive stance against emerging 
threats.

CHECKPOINT FRAMEWORK FOR 
SAFEGUARDING

1. Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and Reporting:

  Implement enhanced CDD for clients.

  Identify and verify clients as PEPs and include 
NGOs.

  Ensure timely reporting of suspicious 
transactions to the FIU.

2. Internal Controls and Risk Assessment:

  Conduct updated risk assessments.

  Strengthen transaction monitoring systems.

  Provide comprehensive training to employees.

3. Record Keeping and Documentation:

  Maintain thorough documentation.

  Ensure compliance with record retention 
requirements.

4. Compliance and Governance:

  Regularly update internal policies.

  Strengthen board oversight of AML and CTF 
measures.

5. Technological Integration:

  Adopt AI and data analytics for enhanced due 
diligence.

6. International Collaboration:

  Actively engage with global forums.

7. Continuous Monitoring and Adaptation:

  Stay vigilant for regulatory updates.

  Conduct periodic reviews.

CONCLUSION

Safeguarding against financial crimes necessitates a 
holistic approach, blending due diligence and internal 
controls as the linchpin against money laundering. 
Technological advancements, embracing AI, data 
analytics and blockchain, offer transformative tools 
to counter emerging threats. Global collaboration, 
exemplified by India’s engagement with the FATF, 
underscores the collective commitment to prevent 
financial wrongdoing. Compliance is vital for reporting 

entities, and beyond legal obligations they need to play 
guardian role ensuring financial system resilience. Non-
compliance not only invites legal repercussions but also 
jeopardizes reputation. A call to action urges adaptability 
to regulatory changes, technological preparedness, 
and sustained global collaboration for a robust defense 
against the ever-evolving landscape of money laundering 
and financial crimes.
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